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Design for Social 
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why do we need it?



social change

changes in human interactions and 
relationships that transform cultural and 
social institutions

https://www.snhu.edu/about-
us/newsroom/2017/11/what-is-social-change
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black lives matter
populism 
racist attacks
authoritarianism
suprematicism
fundamentalism
information monopolies
mental health
space junk
loss of commons
lumpy geography
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7wGsc
Fxs6RY



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7wGsc
Fxs6RY

Do you agree with George Monbiot 
about the need to cut GDP?



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TwwpN
M1utnA

FT data journalists Federica Cocco and John Burn-
Murdoch look at the numbers behind George Monbiot's
argument that pressures for GDP growth of 3 per cent
are in conflict with the drastic changes needed to 
prevent the worst impacts of climate change. 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TwwpN
M1utnA

"A new approach to measuring green GDP" 
International Journal of Entrepreneurship and 
Sustainability Issues
https://jssidoi.org/jesi/uploads/arti... The Growth
Delusion by David Pilling
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/bo... Why it is 
time to change the way we measure the wealth of 
nations by David Pilling
https://www.ft.com/content/765781fe-f... UK’s ONS 
calculates natural capital 
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/enviro... Why GDP is 
meaningless https://ideas.ted.com/why-we-shouldnt...
Green GDP accounting
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science... Green GDP 
and ecological debt
https://www.jagranjosh.com/general-kn...

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?redir_token=QUFFLUhqbmZtSm1QSjhHcW12VUpPVlMtLUJ4cGtwVk84UXxBQ3Jtc0tuVVBMazZoalpMdy1FZ0MwVFpVWHRrMGNfdVVPMGJ1M1pzaFNyMV91RUl5XzFleXU4SURzaWlUNFpoakVNbndtUlVTVlMtMTVIUktvbDE4QTZPbjRxTmZOT1FFcjVTc2xYSDlnVHN2SndTaUpNTE41SQ%3D%3D&v=TwwpNM1utnA&q=https%3A%2F%2Fjssidoi.org%2Fjesi%2Fuploads%2Farticles%2F16%2FStjepanovic_A_new_approach_to_measuring_green_GDP_a_crosscountry_analysis.pdf&event=video_description
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?redir_token=QUFFLUhqbE5BNkpxSV9pZEVMNGpLTng2Qk92d3BfUGUzZ3xBQ3Jtc0trS3NGU0h3QVlYUUUySl9ZZlhZNjdFOENmbTFObE9RRWUzT3AzSnNCbmsyQjR3dERsMlJhY2xEOVl4ekI0RXJUdGRRNWJQVU84bE4zTzE5Z1BXQ2pXaUNoNlo2NFhCMHBJM2NId2szNm5iNElBaGlrOA%3D%3D&v=TwwpNM1utnA&q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.penguinrandomhouse.com%2Fbooks%2F564734%2Fthe-growth-delusion-by-david-pilling%2F9780525572510%2F&event=video_description
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surplus capital



http://www.oecd.org/finance/private-pensions/survey-
large-pension-funds.htm



US$37,000,000,000,000



US$37,000,000,000,000
55%    government bonds
30%     stocks and shares
15% property and commodities



Canada Pension Plan Investment Board 
and Citycon buy Kista Galleria 
Stockholm,US$700m (Flood 2013) 



http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/2007/03/picture.htm



The Spatial Fix

Harvey, David (2001) 
‘Globalization and the 
“spatial fix”‘, Geographische
Revue, 2(3): 23-30.

Technological Fix
New Markets
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Making Concrete Change: Innovation in Low-carbon Cement and Concrete 
Executive Summary

v | #ConcreteChange 

Executive Summary

As a key input into concrete, the most widely used construction material in the 
world, cement is a major contributor to climate change. The chemical and thermal 
combustion processes involved in the production of cement are a large source of 
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. Each year, more than 4 billion tonnes of cement 
are produced, accounting for around 8 per cent of global CO2 emissions.

To bring the cement sector in line with the Paris Agreement on climate change, 
its annual emissions will need to fall by at least 16 per cent by 2030.1 Steeper 
reductions will be required if assumptions about the contribution from carbon 
capture and storage (CCS) technologies prove to be optimistic. Meanwhile, investors 
are increasingly expecting companies to report clear information on their exposure 
to climate risk. The trends all point to regulatory, financial and societal pressures 
on the horizon, especially for cement companies without a detailed plan for 
a Paris-compliant pathway.

Yet at the same time, cement is expected to play a vital role in the expansion of the built 
environment, especially in emerging economies. On a ‘business as usual’ trajectory, 
global cement production is set to increase to over 5 billion tonnes a year over the next 
30 years.2 Rapid urbanization and economic development in regions such as Southeast 
Asia and sub-Saharan Africa will increase demand for new buildings, and thus for 
concrete and cement. With as many as 3 billion people potentially living in slums by 
2050, new rapidly deployable housing solutions are urgently needed.3

Moreover, the infrastructure demands of development and urbanization are not 
limited to housing. Providing clean water, sanitation and energy services typically 
relies on concrete, whether for transport infrastructure, wind farms or hydro-
electric dams. In this context, continuing efforts to meet the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) are expected to result in $60 trillion being invested 
in such infrastructure in developing countries by 2030.4

The cement sector is thus facing a significant expansion at a time when its 
emissions need to fall fast. From a technical perspective, there are a number 
of solutions for reducing the emissions associated with cement production; 

1 Based on the Beyond 2°C Scenario (B2DS) in International Energy Agency (2017), Energy Technology Perspectives 
2017: Catalysing Energy Technology Transformations, Paris: Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development/
International Energy Agency, https://www.iea.org/etp2017/ (accessed 6 Jun. 2017).
2 International Energy Agency (2017), Energy Technology Perspectives 2017; Müller, N. and Harnisch, J. (2008), A blueprint 
for a climate friendly cement industry, WWF International, http://awsassets.panda.org/downloads/englishsummary__lr_
pdf.pdf (accessed 1 Mar. 2018).
3 Barbiere, C. (2017), ‘French urban development expert: “In 2050, 3 billion people will live in slums”’, Euractiv, 6 March 
2017, https://www.euractiv.com/section/development-policy/interview/french-urban-development-expert-in-2050-3-
billion-people-will-live-in-slums/ (accessed 3 Feb. 2018).
4 The New Climate Economy (2016), The Sustainable Infrastructure Imperative: Financing for Better Growth and Development, 
Washington: World Resources Institute, http://newclimateeconomy.report/2016/wp-content/uploads/sites/4/2014/08/
NCE_2016Report.pdf (accessed 15 Apr. 2017).

Each year, more 
than 4 billion 
tonnes of cement 
are produced, 
accounting for 
around 8 per cent 
of global CO2 
emissions



http://www.oecd.org/finance/private-pensions/survey-
large-pension-funds.htm



http://www.economicshelp.org/wp-
content/uploads/2013/09/Percentage_of_the_World_Population_
Over_65_-_1950-2050.png



https://www.indigopreciousmetals.com/news/its-the-debt-stupid/



http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/economics/1145816
1/From-bust-to-boom-How-the-world-became-addicted-
to-debt.html





https://thedeclineandfall.wordpress.com/2015/04/17/ghost-malls/





http://a57.foxnews.com/images.foxnews.com/content/fox-
news/health/2016/12/08/golden-years-americans-get-happier-in-
old-age/_jcr_content/par/featured-media/media-
0.img.jpg/876/493/1481204428357.jpg?ve=1&tl=1



http://www.express.co.uk/finance/retirement/450455/Poverty-
peril-for-millions-without-proper-pensions



http://www.ukprogressive.co.uk/romney-to-
push-elderly-into-poverty-
homelessness/article19617.html



https://www.hel.fi/helsinki/coronavirus-en/social-and-
health/corona-situation



6               Attractiveness of Different Districts in Helsinki: Segregation in Terms of Poor Financial and Educational Status of the Residents 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Map of the ten highest and lowest ranked areas of Helsinki.  
 
 Second analysis is done with IBM SPSS Statistics 22 -program and classified with Hierarchical 
Cluster analysis and K-means analysis to find similarities and dissimilarities of the areas. In K-means 
analysis the number of clusters is set on six. Variables used are percentage of the higher level education, 
average income and bad credit history percentage and cases are labeled by the postal code.  In Hierarchical 
Clustering variables and labels are same and the method is Nearest neighbor and Ward’s method.  
 

 
 
 

Figure 2. Helsinki postal codes in six clusters by K-means.  
  

Anttila, L., Korpela, T., Lammi, S., Pääkkönen, L., & Tani, I. 
(2015). Attractiveness of Different Districts in Helsinki: 
Segregation in Terms of Poor Financial and Educational Status 
of the Residents.

https://www.hel.fi/helsinki/coronavirus-en/social-and-
health/corona-situation















Lelieveld, J., Klingmüller, K., Pozzer, A., Pöschl, U., 
Fnais, M., Daiber, A., & Münzel, T. (2019). 
Cardiovascular disease burden from ambient air 
pollution in Europe reassessed using novel hazard ratio
functions. European heart journal, 40(20), 1590-1596.

Air pollution

estimated to cause the
premature deaths of 800,000 
people a year in Europe.



https://www.iea.org/commentaries/growing-preference-
for-suvs-challenges-emissions-reductions-in-
passenger-car-market



https://www.theguardian.com/environment/ng-
interactive/2019/oct/25/suvs-second-biggest-cause-of-emissions-
rise-figures-reveal

https://www.iea.org/commentaries/growing-preference-
for-suvs-challenges-emissions-reductions-in-
passenger-car-market



https://assets.documentcloud.org/docu
ments/4453716/Insurance-Institute-for-
Highway-Safety.pdf



social change

changes in human interactions and 
relationships that transform cultural and 
social institutions

https://www.snhu.edu/about-
us/newsroom/2017/11/what-is-social-change



social change

changes in cultural and social institutions
that transform human interactions and 
relationships
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triple crisis+



Artists, thinkers, writers, curators, 
etc., like anyone living in a capitalist
world, have no choice but to be
ethically inconsistent,

Tao Shani 1 September 2020



How might 
someone disagree 
with arguments 
made in this talk?


